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Each year, The Weekly throws the spotlight on 18 inspiring women in
the Great Women Of Our Time Awards. Some are hard workers,
with an earnest ambition which makes them stand out.
Others have faced personal demons but refuse to be crushed,
inspiring others in a way they never anticipated.
In this issue, meet the nominees in the Public Service & Education,
Design & Style, and Finance & Commerce categories,
as well as our two Honorary Award recipients
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ELYN WONG, 40

design & style

Founder & Fashion Designer, Stolen

Cristaux Déco Drop Clip Earring and Cristaux Déco
Cocktail Ring from Atelier Swarovski by Lanvin.
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s the founder and creative director of home-grown fashion
label Stolen, Elyn knows how to make a woman feel beautiful.
“My pieces juxtapose the curves of a woman’s sensuality with
geometric architecture, depicting her strength,” she explains.
Her daring aesthetic, which includes sexy backless dresses, has
attracted a steady stream of fans; and what began as a pet
project for Elyn 10 years ago has grown beyond the boundaries
of Singapore. With stockists in the US, China, Hong Kong, Vietnam
and Kuwait, Stolen also had the distinction of participating in
TMRW, a showcase featuring emerging global designers during
New York Fashion Week in 2014. “Just getting into this showcase
was one of my proudest moments as a designer,” says the
former advertising industry veteran. Other accolades include
being handpicked as the only local representative for fashion
participating in Singapore: InsideOut, an international travelling
showcase to Beijing, London and New York.
WORDS TO LIVE BY: “Don’t overthink. When you think too much
about how things are going to pan out, that’s when fear sets in.”
NEXT UP: “My vision for Stolen is to push the brand as a fashionart hybrid and to demonstrate to Singapore’s fashion industry
that this can be achieved.”

YU NONG KHEW, 35
Founder, Khew + Cornelius

Y

Cushnie et Ochs dress; and Oscar De La Renta
earrings, both from Shopbop.com.

u Nong is a trained architect who has worked for almost a
decade with several big-name firms, including one helmed
by world-famous Zaha Hadid, who was the first woman to
receive the illustrious Pritzker Architecture Prize. “As an undergrad,
I always noticed more men in the industry, so I desperately
wanted a female mentor,” Yu Nong says. “The thing about
working with Zaha was that she was so ungendered, you never
thought of her as a man or woman, because she had such a big
personality.” From architectural gold, Yu Nong then turned her
sights towards the opposite end of the spectrum. “I always knew
I’d have my own business,” she shares. “But I never thought it’d be
in trash!” To combat the issue of food waste, the intrepid designer
set her sights on creating a smart compost bin that makes
recycling food scraps easy to do at home. “I wanted to see how
I could make design and technology work together to solve the
problems that society faces,” she explains. The bin is currently in
its incubation phase, undergoing further product development.
WORDS TO LIVE BY: “Be open to advice from others.”
NEXT UP: “I am extremely excited to be in the process of
designing and creating products using bio-leather, made from
plant-based materials like pineapples and mushrooms.”

For more on Elyn, Karen and Yu Nong, click on www.womensweekly.com.sg
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KAREN TAN, 36

2017

Founder, Pocket Projects
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hen Karen Tan went to look at
a derelict cinema on the fifth
floor of a seedy building on Beach
Road, she knew right away that she
was looking at a diamond in the
rough. “It looked like it had so much
potential,” Karen, who has a passion
for bringing old things back to life,
shares. While most entrepreneurs
would run a mile away from what
she was trying to do, the founder of
design consultancy, Pocket Projects,
was steadfast in her belief that she
could transform old neighbourhoods
into inclusive community-driven
spaces in a similar vein to what she
had already done with the Lorong
24A shophouses in Geylang and
The Row in Kuala Lumpur. She and
her co-founders raised the funds to
renovate the space, put together an
inventive business plan that featured
multiple revenue streams and lo and
behold, The Projector was born. “We
didn’t want to do too much in terms
of rejuvenating it. That’s not the point
of injecting life into an old space,”
she explains. “We have to move on
from the obsession with newness,
because life is not about newness
and shininess all the time.”
WORDS TO LIVE BY: “Don’t be afraid
of failing.”
NEXT UP: “Continuing to improve
Singapore’s cultural landscape, by
breathing new life into the city’s
iconic and forgotten buildings.”

Asymmetric
top and printed
trousers, both
from Mu Apparel.
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